
Step 4: Conversations with smokers

In the conversation with smokers ask if they think the statements below are true for the area. 
The conversations are all about the smoking area where the survey is conducted. Make sure each aspect of the smoking 
area is covered in the conversation. Write in T for TRUE or F for FALSE. 

Organisation name ______________________________________________________________________________

Contact name _______________________________________________________ Phone  ______________________

Clean True/False Comments

1 Most butt litter here seems to be new 
(recently discarded)

Bins and infrastructure True/False Comments

2 There are enough butt bins in this area 

If there are no bins in the area ask Q2A and if True then enter a T for Qs 2A, 3 and 4. If false insert F for Q2A, 3 and 4.

2A Butt bins aren’t needed in this area

3 Butt bins are easy to use

4 Bins are clean (free of dirt,  
graffiti, damage)

5 This area looks cared for (e.g. seats, 
garden, paths, play areas)

Information True/False Comments

6 Litter here is from smokers 
ignoring signs 

Surveillance (visibility of disposals) True/False Comments

7 Smokers here know they can be fined 
for littering

Involvement True/False Comments

8 I am proud of how clean this  
area is today

Count all the True responses to give  
the total score: 4/8     /8

Multiply total out of 8 by 12.5  
to give a score out of 100: 50/100 /100

Additional comments and stories

Area Name

Date (write in) Area type Conversation #

             Streamlined Hotspot Enter the number 
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